CBA-UCC Minutes from Oct 28 Meeting
Present: Brokaw, Hamman, Komissarov, Yang, Sun,
Guests: Maxwell
Excused: Kiersch, Rhee
Meeting called to order at 3:05 (after room schedule mix-up).
1) Minutes from SEPT 30th. We seem to have had a 365 Mix-up as well. Minutes will be addressed
in next meeting.
2) Mgt-492 proposal. M/S/P Unanimous to approve.
3) Mgt-493 proposal. M/S/P Unanimous to approve.
4) MGT-393 and AoL – Report from Dr. Laurie Miller. This still seems to be an AoL issue rather than
a Curriculum Issue. Dr. Miller has developed a 5 year calendar for examining CBA learning
Outcomes. Given that, and in anticipation of up-coming staffing changes in MGT-393, it was
decided that AoLTF is still the place for evaluating participation in the AoL process. This issue
may need to be revisited at Curriculum level later.
5) MTH-175 issue: Departmental Reps all indicated that their respective departments are open to
the discussion of whether MTH-Calculus should remain a CBA pre-core requirement for all CBA
students. Discussion centered around the more “in-general” aspects of what the study of
Calculus can bring to a student. Some discussion was held concerning what the 4 credits of
student time to degree could be used for. It became obvious that there are several perspectives
on this. Department reps were encouraged to engage their respective units in deeper
discussion between now and the next UCC meeting, keeping in mind that this decision could
impact our colleagues in MTH-STAT as much as it does us.
6) Early Admit to Upper Division CBA courses: In this discussion the committee was brought back
to the primary reason for the charge a year ago: The department of Accountancy would like for
ACC majors to gain earlier entry to FIN-355 – in that ACC-321 requires only ACC-221 as a prereq.
ACC-321 then represents the first course in the ACC major. However, FIN-355 requires both
ACC-222 and Admission to the CBA for admission to FIN-355, and FIN faculty prefer that
students have both ACC pre-core courses prior to gaining admission to FIN-355. At this point
the discussion really seems to be between ACC and FIN. The representatives of those two
departments have been asked to open bi-lateral discussions, and to come back to the UCC once
they have identified possible solutions.
7) Discussion of Leadership: Dr. Hamman came prepared with materials gathered with Dr. Kiersch.
The Chair asked that we hold that discussion for a later meeting.
Meeting adjourned at 4:10 pm. Next Meeting: JAN 27, 2017, 3:00 pm., CWH 124.

Respectfully Submitted: Stephen Brokaw, Chair and Secretary

